The development and growth of the city have caused that
wineries leave their original environment in search of more
suitable spaces to expand their activity.
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Nowadays, the wineries located in Logroño belonging to
RIOJA qualified denomination of origin embrace the city,
remembering its origins.
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Logroño wineries

CAMPO VIEJO
Oenology, architecture and sustainability come together to
create a harmonious balance in the new Campo Viejo winery,
which was inaugurated in 2001.
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Bodegas Olarra is located on the outskirts of Logroño, right
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in the heart of the D.O.C. Rioja and belongs to the Rioja Alta

To visit the winery:
Phone: +34 941 279 900
visitas.campoviejo@pernord-ricard.com

A guided visit begins in the vineyard and then goes on to tour
the production area, and the barrel and bottle rooms. The tour
wraps up with a wine tasting, accompanied by an appetizer of
cold meats, on the terrace overlooking our vineyards.
Reserve online: http://visitas.pernodricardbodegas.com

Constructed in 1973, Bodegas Olarra marked a watershed in the
It was the start of the exploitation of the concept of space as a
distinguishing factor in Rioja wine cellars, with a brave and
spectacular design instilled with a spirit of innovation. The key
C/ Avenida de Mendavia, 30
To visit the winery by appointment:
Phone: +34 941 235 299
enoturismo@bodegasolarra.es

FRANCO ESPAÑOLAS
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To visit the winery:
Phone: +34 941 251 290
visitas@francoespanolas.com

architecture category from the “Best of Wine Tourism”.

Avenida de Aragón 3
To visit the winery:
Phone: +34 941 234 200
enoturismo@ontanon.es

TALLER DE VINOS
ARIZCUREN

Bodegas Ijalba is a singular winery with a big commitment
with environment, is the first ecological winery in Rioja
with focus in minority and singular Rioja varieties. The visit
start in the vineyard, continue inside the winery visiting the
fermentation room and the barrel room and it finish with a
tasting of two wines.
More information: ijalba.com

Bodegas Franco-Españolas, since founded in 1890, has achieved
and excellent balance between respect for tradition and
technological innovation in order to produce huge emblematic
wines such as Bordón and Diamante, witnesses of a more than a
125 years trajectory in the wines of Rioja.

This centenary winery opened to the public in 2009, and since
then, it has developed a wide array of innovative wine tourism
experiences, together with the daily winery visit tour. It has well
established yearly cultural and wine events such as +Theater
with Diamante, Summer Open Air Cinema and Wine Festival,
Hallowine terror themed Winery Experience or Fashion Day
Market Show among others.
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In 1840, Don Felipe de la Mata, 8th Marquis of Vargas, decided to
plant the first grapevines at the Hacienda Pradolagar.

Carretera Zaragoza Km. 6

Today it has become a solid family project that produces highend, own vineyard and limited production wines.

To visit the winery by appointment:
Phone: +34 941 261 401
visitas@marquesdevargas.com

MARQUÉS DE MURRIETA
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Carretera N232a / LO-20 Logroño a Zaragoza
(Salida 0 después Polígono Industrial La Portalada) 26006
– Logroño (La Rioja)
To visit the winery:
Phone: +34 941 271 374 / +34 941 271 380
visitas@marquesdemurrieta.com

Santa Isabel 10-12 bajo
To visit the winery by appointment:
Phone: +34 941 233 073 / +34 689 422 514
enoturismo@arizcurenvinos.com

Understanding the origins of La Rioja wines means visiting
Marqués de Murrieta winery, pioneer in viticulture and
winemaking since 1852. Touring the emblematic Ygay Castle
means understanding the myth of Rioja in the world. A team
of experienced wine professionals hosts intimate groups under
appointment from Monday to Saturday in English, French,
German and Spanish.
All experiences include a tour through the vineyards, a guided
historical visit to its 19th century foundational winery, the Ygay
Castle, and a guided premium tasting of top quality wines paired
with haute cuisine degustation elaborated by chef, Mariano
Pascual, in Murrieta’s private Kitchen. The exclusive venues at
the Ygay Castle are equipped to host different types of events.
There is also a wine bar in which to enjoy a glass of wine and a
selection of aperitifs without appointment.

The history of wine through mythology will be the common
thread of the visit. The silence of the barrels room will let you
focus on its unique aromas.
To finish the visit, Ontañón will offer you its greatest
treasure: its wines. You will be able to taste the passion and
the work invested in each bottle, from the vineyard to your
glass.

The Arizcuren Wine Workshop offers the following:
Get to know the historical vineyards of ‘Rioja Oriental’,
where the single variety Grenache and Mazuelo wines
are produced, two varieties which form part of the
identity of this area.
Enjoy the “small is beautiful” and attention to detail
present in the world of wine, of small plots worked with
the traditional knowledge transmitted through the
ages.

In 1989, Don Pelayo de la Mata, 11th Marquis of Vargas, and
his siblings, saw their father’s dream made reality when today’s
winery was built at the centre of its own vineyards, in line with
the château concept, at the heart of the Rioja Alta.

Situated at the banks of the river Ebro, its privileged location
allows it to be at a five minute walking distance from the
historical city of Logroño.

C/ Cabo Noval, 2

Bodegas Olarra has been recognised by an award in the

Mentioning the name Marqués de Vargas means referring to
a dynasty of four generations devoted to the production and
commercialisation of outstanding wines from the Rioja.
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In 1991, Dionisio who already owned 40 hectares of
vineyards, was ready to found Bodegas Ijalba and became his
dream came truth.

To visit the winery by appointment:
Phone: +34 941 261 100
enoturismo@ijalba.com

of the ageing process and its original Y-shaped floor plan.

MARQUÉS DE VARGAS
Bodegas Ijalba is a family winery in its third generation.
Founded by Dionisio Ruiz Ijalba who, in 1975, took the
decision to recovery his old quarries starting the plantation
of vineyards.

Carretera de Pamplona Km. 1

highlights are its 111 hexagonal (“egg box”) domes to the benefit

Behind the dream and the work of the Pérez Cuevas family,
is the Ontañón Winery-Museum, now turned into a temple
of wine culture thanks to the Riojan artist Miguel Ángel
Sáinz.
Inside the winery-museum you will be overwhelmed with
the light and the stories told by the stained glass windows,
paintings and sculptures.

way of understanding architecture in the winemaking sector.

BODEGAS IJALBA
2
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subzone.

These different elements unite to form a shrine to Campo Viejo
viticulture which stands at the forefront of today’s international
wine market. Wines such as Campo Viejo and Azpilicueta are
excellent examples of this position. Campo Viejo is the first
winery in Rioja to be awarded the “Q” for Touristic Quality.
Camino de La Puebla, 50

BODEGA-MUSEO
ONTAÑÓN

BODEGAS OLARRA

BODEGAS VALORIA
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Come to the city centre in the capital Logroño, whose
historic winemaking tradition -going back to the Middle
Ages and lost for decades - is resurgent in a reinvented
“Wine Workshop”, which has references fundamentally
in Urban Cellars distributed among some of the most
important capitals in the world.

Bodegas Valoria, is just 5kms from Logroño, at the heart of the
Camino de Santiago and very close to La Grajera Park and the
Institutional Bodega of the Government of La Rioja.
A legendary bodega, and one of the oldest in DOC Rioja, it
conserves vintage wines as part of its collection. However
it has followed a modern route, keeping in mind the classic
character of the Rioja while keeping up with modern
consumer demands.

Carretera de Burgos km, 5
To visit the winery by appointment:
Phone: +34 941 204 059- Whatsapp: +34 680 968 470
bodega@bvaloria.com

Currently, the bodega is focused on eno-tourism, giving
guided tours and wine tastings by professionals in a variety of
languages
Opening hours: Monday to Friday 08.00-15.00 and
Wednesday 16.30-19.30. Timetable for guided tours- Monday
to Sunday with an appointment .

